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Abstract - Background and Objectives: An increase in the life span leads to population aging and an increase in neurodegenerative and cerebrovascular lesions. In the treatment of neurodegenerative and cerebrovascular diseases, it is advisable to stimulate angiogenesis and neurogenesis thereby causing cerebral tissues regeneration. Photobiomodulation Therapy (PBMT) is a promising direction in this area.

This work is dedicated to the clinical application of transcatheter intracerebral laser PBMT for stimulating angiogenesis and neurogenesis in various Alzheimer's disease (AD) stages.

Methods: 210 patients suffering from AD were examined. For this research, we selected 97 patients aged 34-80 (average age 67.5), 34 (35.05%) men, 63 (64.95%) women. The patients were divided into groups according to AD severity: preclinical stage TDR-0 - 10 (10.31%), mild stage TDR-1 - 28 (28.87%), moderately severe stage TDR-2 - 42 (43.30%), severe stage TDR-3 - 17 (17.52%).

Test Group - 48 (49.48%) patients, 17 (35.42%) men, 31 (64.58%) women, received Transcatheter Intracerebral Laser Photobiomodulation Therapy (PBMT).

Control Group - 49 (50.52%) patients, 16 (32.65%) men, 33 (67.36%) women, received conservative treatment.

Results: All test group patients showed improved cerebral microcirculation and decreased cerebral involutive changes. The control group did not show consistent positive dynamics.

Conclusion: Laser transcatheter intracerebral PBMT is an effective method for stimulating cerebral angiogenesis and neurogenesis. After this complex procedure, patients in different AD stages demonstrate cerebral capillary collateral revascularization, tissue metabolism improvement, and regenerative processes in the cerebral tissue. Tissue regeneration leads to growth of temporal and frontoparietal lobes volume. Clinically, we observe a long-term dementia decrease, cognitive functions restoration, improved patients' life quality.
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Introduction

In economically developed countries, an increase in the life span and a decrease in the birthrate leads to population aging, which is accompanied by an increase in neurodegenerative, cerebrovascular diseases, and dementia. In 60-80% of cases, dementia develops as a result of Alzheimer's disease (AD), which is the most common neurodegenerative disorder. The number of people suffering from this disease is constantly increasing. In 2021, in the United States alone, 6.2 million people aged 65 and over have AD. By 2060, this number can increase to 13.8 million [1].

To date, the etiology and pathogenesis of AD have not been fully understood. The process of AD development is a complex and multicomponent one [2-4]. In recent years, an increasing number of studies have appeared underlying the important role of cerebral angioarchitectonics and microcirculation disorders in AD development [5-13]. These disorders have their own particularities, specific only for this disease.

In AD, vascular lesions show themselves as cerebral small vessel disease (CSVD), which is manifested in Dyscirculatory Angiopathy of Alzheimer’s type (DAAT). This angiopathy leads to structural changes in blood supply and microcirculation specific for this disease, which in turn contributes to the development of metabolic disorders of amyloid-β (Aβ) and tau protein [6-12, 14-18].

Vascular and microcirculatory changes during AD begin to develop many years before the visual symptoms of the disease and are observed in the offspring of patients with AD even at an early age [1,10,19]. These changes in the microvasculature might be hereditary [20].

Reduction of cerebral capillaries play the main role in the development of this process [6-12, 15-17]. In the hippocampus and temporal areas, and, then, in the frontoparietal regions, capillaries become thinner, their branching and their number decrease, which leads to the formation of hypovascular zones [6, 8-12]. These changes result in reduced arterial flow to cerebral tissues and lead to AD-specific hemodynamic changes.
Since the blood flowing through the arterial branches cannot pass through the reduced capillary bed, increased “tortuosity” of the intracerebral arterial branches develops [6, 10]. At the same time, there open large arteriovenous shunts, through which arterial blood is discharged into the venous bed [6, 10, 20]. In the temporal and frontoparietal areas, the venous bed overflows, causing venous stasis and impaired venous outflow [10, 20]. The arteriovenous shunts and impaired venous outflow contribute to the deterioration of cerebral hemodynamics even more [9, 10]. Patients suffering from other neurodegenerative and cerebrovascular diseases do not have the combination of these pathological changes [10, 17, 20].

Changes in the cerebral arterial, microcirculatory and venous beds, as well as the developed hypoxia, cause death of mitochondria in the cells of the smooth endoplasmic reticulum and the Golgi apparatus, loss of synapses, degeneration, and death of neurons [9, 10, 12, 15-21]. The combination of these changes result in a complex lesion of the neurovascular unit (NVU) [7-9, 26]. At the same time, these changes cause blood-brain barrier disorders (BBB) [14, 27, 28].

In turn, hypoprefusion and hypoxia characteristic of AD affect the exchange of amyloid-β, decreasing its excretion and increasing its accumulation. These metabolic disorders lead to the deposition of amyloid-β in the cerebral tissue and vascular wall [7, 9, 12, 27]. These deposits cause a decrease in microvascular elasticity, they narrow the capillary lumen, reduce intracerebral blood flow and lead to an even greater increase in hypoxia and neurodegeneration development [13, 22-26, 29]. The growth of these changes advances AD development and progression [20, 23, 24].

While developing new AD treatment methods, it is necessary to keep in mind improvement of capillary blood supply and stimulation of the development of regenerative processes in the cerebral tissue. To achieve these, it is advisable to apply complex methods of action.

A big step in the development of such new complex AD treatments is the use of laser with low output power stimulate metabolic processes in the cerebral tissue, restore the exchange of ATP in the mitochondria of neurons, stimulate physiological angiogenesis causing collateral and capillary cerebral revascularization, stimulate neurogenesis and restoration of cerebral tissues. This complex effect leads to a decrease in the level of dementia, restoration of cognitive functions and improved daily living [31-38].

According to the methods of laser energy delivery, PBMT is subdivided into transcranial, [31, 32, 35] intranasal, often combined with transcranial, [34, 37] and transcatheter intracerebral methods [39].

Previous experimental studies have allowed us to move to the clinical application of transcatheter intracerebral laser PBMT [29, 40-44].

This work is dedicated to the clinical application of transcatheter intracerebral laser PBMT for stimulating angiogenesis and neurogenesis in various AD stages.

II. METHODS

All examinations, conservative treatment methods and intracerebral transcatheter laser interventions in this research were carried out with the approval of the Ethical Review Board (ERB) (Protocol No. 3 of 01-12-2003, Protocol No. 12 of 04-30-2014), as well as with the written consent of patients and their relatives.

The selection of patients for the test and control groups includes:

- Consent of patients, as well as their relatives, for examination and treatment;
- Absence of serious concomitant diseases that could interfere with examination and treatment;
- The somatic state of the patients allowing their examination and treatment;
- Involutive changes in the temporal and frontal parts of the brain corresponding to AD;
- Signs of dementia and cognitive disorders corresponding to AD.

Of 210 people who had been diagnosed with AD in its various stages, we selected 97 patients aged 34 to 80 (average age 67.6 years), 34 (35.05%) men and 63 (64.95%) women. The patients were divided into the test group - 48 (49.48%) patients - and the control group - 49 (50.52%) patients.

All patients of the test and control groups had similar somatic state and severity of dementia and cognitive impairment, in accordance with their AD stages.

Examination plan of patients

The examinations of the patients were carried out according to the following scheme:

- Assessment of the clinical severity of dementia was carried out using The Clinical Dementia Rating scale (CDR) [45];
- Assessment of the severity of cognitive impairment was carried out using the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) [46];
- Assessment of cerebral blood flow and microcirculation was made by means of cerebral scintigraphy (SG) in static and dynamic modes by means of a gamma camera of the “Ohio Nuclear” company, USA, using TC 99M pertechnetate 555;
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- Assessment of cerebral perfusion blood filling was carried out using rheoencephalography (REG) on the apparatus "Reospectrum-8", "Neurosoft", Russia; (All of the abovementioned examinations were carried out at patients’ admission, then at their discharge, and then in a more distant period with an interval of 6-12 months).
- Laboratory examination was carried out in accordance with the criteria of interventional neuroangiology;
- Assessment of cerebral structural changes was carried out by means of CT and MRI on Somatom (Siemens), Hi Speed (GE), Tornoscan (Philips), Apetro Eterna (Hitachi) using digital program of image processing ATAA (Advance Tomo Area Analysis). The digital processing allows, in percentage terms, to reveal a decrease in the tissue volume of temporal lobes in comparison with their normal volume, thereby showing the severity of involutive changes [6, 10, 41].
- The digital scale of Tomography Dementia Rating scale (TDR) was also used, with the help of which the stage of dementia in AD was morphometrically determined in accordance with the severity of atrophic changes in the temporal lobes detected during CT and MRI [40-42, 47]. Thus, patients were divided into groups: TDR-0 - preclinical AD stage (atrophy of temporal lobes of 4-8%), TDR-1 – mild AD stage (atrophy of temporal lobes 9-18%), TDR-2 - moderately severe AD stage (atrophy of temporal lobes of 19-32%), TDR-3 - severe AD stage (atrophy of temporal lobes of 33-62%) [47]. The examinations were carried out upon the admission of the patient, then, to determine the dynamics of cerebral changes and dementia, at intervals of 6-12 months (the examinations were carried out in independent laboratories);
- Assessment of the intracerebral vascular and capillary bed was carried out using cerebral multi-gated angiography (MUGA) carried out according to the classical technique by transfemoral access using Advantx (GE) devices. The intensity of capillary blood flow was recorded using the digital program of image processing "Angio Vision", which shows changes in the density of capillary blood flow [6, 10, 23, 39, 42]. The primary examination was carried out upon admission of the patient to the clinic and repeated immediately after the PBMT (for the patients of the test group). Further studies were carried out with an interval of 2 to 7 years. In some cases, MSCT angiography (MSCTA) or MR angiography (MRA) was used.

Table 1: Results of examination of patients in the test and control groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERISTIC OF IDENTIFIED CHANGES</th>
<th>Test Group N - 48</th>
<th>Control Group N - 49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical Dementia Determination</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDR – 1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDR – 2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDR – 3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cognitive Disorders</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease to 26-28 MMSE points</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease to 20-25 MMSE points</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease to 12-19 MMSE points</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease to 7-11 MMSE points</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morphometric determination of dementia stages on TDR scale according to CT and MRI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR – 0 (4-8% temporal lobes atrophy)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR – 1 (9-18% temporal lobes atrophy)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR – 2 (19-32% temporal lobes atrophy)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR – 3 (33-62% temporal lobes atrophy)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessment of cerebral blood flow according to SG</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased blood flow in cerebral hemispheres</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessment of cerebral perfusion blood filling according to REG</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased volumetric pulse blood supply</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dyscirculatory angiopathy of Alzheimer’s type (DAAT) according to MUGA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of capillaries in the temporal areas</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of hypovascular zones in temporal areas</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased arterial flow in the temporal areas</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of arteriovenous shunts in the temporal areas</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of venous stasis and impaired venous outflow</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of increased tortuosity of intracerebral arteries</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Treatment methods
The Test Group: 48 (51.61%) patients, 17 (35.42%) men and 31 (54.58%) women, received Transcatheter Intracerebral Laser Photobiomodulation Therapy (PBMT).

Patients with the preclinical stage of the disease (TDR-0) underwent the intervention against the background of growing memory impairment. Patients with clinical stages of the disease (TDR-1, TDR-2, TDR-3) received their interventional treatment in the period from 1 to 12 years after the diagnosis of AD.

Transcatheter Intracerebral Laser Photobiomodulation Therapy (PBMT)

In catheterization laboratories, under local anesthesia and fluoroscopic control, guiding catheters are used to probe intracerebral arterial branches approaching hypovascular zones [10,23]. Coaxially through these catheters, a flexible laser fiber optic light guide instrument, 25-100 micrometers in diameter and connected to a laser machine, is passed. Laser PBMT is performed using a helium-neon laser ULF-01 (Russia) [39,43,44] The parameters of intracerebral transcatheter laser exposure: wavelength 632.8 nanometers; laser output power 25-45 mW; fiber output power 24-44 mW; treatment session duration 1200-2400 seconds; beam spot diameter in the vessel 1-2 mm; average dose during treatment 29-106 J [40]. With the transcatheter intracerebral method of delivery, the depth of laser energy penetration into the cerebral tissues is 20-40 mm. [40]. Consequently, power density and energy density are variable [39,43,44].

PBMT is performed on both the right and left hemispheres. If necessary, a solution of a radiopaque substance (Omnipak 350) is injected in small doses for fluoroscopic control.

After PBMT, repeated cerebral MUGA is performed using the digital program of image processing “Angio Vision”, which makes it possible to determine changes in the density of arterial and capillary blood flow. The results are used to assess the severity of intracerebral angiogenesis, the degree of collateral revascularization and restoration of microcirculation [23,39,40,43,44]. This program automatically registers the obtained changes in the vascular image in real time, in the corresponding contrast phase.

After transcatheter intracerebral PBMT, according to the generally accepted schemes, the patients underwent disaggregant, anticoagulant, antioxidant, vasodilating and nootropic therapy. The patients received: Aspirin, depending on the parameters of the blood coagulation system, Heparin, indirect anticoagulants, Pentoxifylline 100 mg, Complamin 150 mg, Inosin 200 mg, Nootropil (Piracetam) 1200 mg (or Gliatilin 1000 mg) intravenously, with a drop counter, No. 10-15, followed by pills. In the subsequent period, the courses of pills were repeated twice a year. The patients did not receive any specific therapy aimed at treating AD.

The Control Group: 49 (50.52%) patients, 16 (32.65%) men, 33 (67.35%) women, received conservative treatment.

The conservative treatment was carried out according to generally accepted schemes [49, 50]. Patients from TDR-0 group received: Nootropil (Piracetam) 2400 mg per day (courses of 3-4 months) or Gliatilin 1200 mg per day (courses of 4-6 months). Patients from groups TDR-1, TDR-2, TDR-3 received Memantine 5-20mg per day or Rivastigmine 3-12 mg per day. At the same time, like patients from the Test Group, all patients from the Control Group received vasoactive drugs Pentoxifylline 800 mg per day in courses of 3 months and Complamin 450 mg per day in courses of 2-3 months, which were repeated twice a year.

Statistical analysis
The result data were processed statistically using the Statsoft Statistica 10 software (StatSoft Inc., USA). In the test and control groups, a contingency table analysis was made by means of the Chi-square test to compare the characteristics of Before / After treatment. Post-treatment indicators significantly differed from pre-treatment indicators in each group (p <0.05), and the statistical significance of the results was significantly higher in the test group (p = 0.00130) than in the control group (p = 0.01044).

III. Results

The Test Group

Direct results

After transcatheter intracerebral laser PBMT, according to digital MUGA, all 48 (100%) patients showed a direct positive result manifested in pronounced angiogenesis, collateral and capillary revascularization, reduction of arteriovenous shunts, as well as an improvement in venous outflow (Figures 1A, 1B, Figures 2A, 2B).

There were no complications associated with transcatheter intracerebral laser PBMT.
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Figure 1: Patient S., 42 years old, male. Medical history of AD - 2 years, TDR-1.
A. Left internal carotid artery angiogram, arterial phase, before transcatheter Intracerebral laser PBMT: 1. hypovascular areas in temporal and frontoparietal regions.
B. Left internal carotid artery angiogram, arterial phase, after transcatheter intracerebral laser PBMT: 2. stimulation of angiogenesis, restoration of collateral and capillary blood supply in the temporal and frontoparietal region.

Figure 2: Patient P., 75 years old, female. Medical history of AD - 12 years, TDR-3.
A. Left internal carotid artery angiogram, arterial phase, before transcatheter Intracerebral laser PBMT: 1. hypovascular areas in temporal and frontoparietal regions;
B. Left internal carotid artery angiogram, arterial phase, after transcatheter Intracerebral laser PBMT: 2. stimulation of angiogenesis, restoration of collateral and capillary blood supply in the temporal and frontoparietal regions.

Earl y period (1-6 months) after transcatheter intracerebral laser PBMT

Patients in preclinical AD stage (TDR-0)
Clinically, all 4 (100%) patients showed improvement of memory as well as restoration of cognitive functions to the level of 28-30 MMSE points.
According to CT and MRI data, all 4 (100%) patients had an increase in the volume of the temporal lobes, which was accompanied by narrowing of the Sylvian fissures and restoration of the subarachnoid space.
According to SG and REG data, all 4 (100%) patients demonstrated normalization of blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling in the cerebral hemispheres.

Patients in AD mild stage (TDR-1)
Clinically, all 16 (100%) patients showed a decrease in the level of dementia. Of these, 6 (37.50%) showed an improvement in cognitive functions to the level of 25-26 MMSE points, and 10 (62.50%) to the level of 27-28 MMSE points.
According to CT and MRI data, all 16 (100%) patients had a tendency to an increase in the volume of temporal lobes accompanied by narrowing of the Sylvian fissures and subarachnoid space reduction.
According to SG and REG data, all 16 (100%) patients demonstrated normalization of blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling in the cerebral hemispheres.
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Patients in moderately severe AD stage (TDR-2)
Clinically, all 21 (100%) patients demonstrated a decrease in the level of dementia. Of these, 12 (57.14%) showed an improvement in cognitive functions to the level of 19-20 MMSE points, and 9 (42.86%) to the level of 21-22 MMSE points.

According to CT and MRI data, all 21 (100%) patients had a tendency to an increase in the volume of temporal lobes accompanied by narrowing of the Sylvian fissures and subarachnoid space reduction.

According to SG and REG data, all 21 (100%) patients showed signs of restoration of blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling in the cerebral hemispheres.

Patients in severe AD stage (TDR-3)
Clinically, all 7 (100%) patients demonstrated signs of a decrease in the level of dementia, as well as an improvement in cognitive functions to the level of 11-12 MMSE points.

According to CT and MRI data, all 7 (100%) patients had a tendency to an increase in the volume of the cerebral temporal lobes, accompanied by narrowing of the Sylvian fissures and the subarachnoid space reduction.

According to SG and REG data, all 7 (100%) patients showed signs of restoration of blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling in the cerebral hemispheres.

Long-term period (1-7 years) after transcatheter intracerebral laser PBMT

Patients in preclinical AD stage (TDR-0)
One year after transcatheter intracerebral PBMT, all 4 (100%) patients demonstrated sustained recovery of memory and cognitive functions to the level of 28-30 MMSE points (Table 2).

According to the results of digital processing of CT and MRI images, all 4 (100%) patients had restoration of the volume of the cerebral temporal lobes to the age norm, along with narrowing of the Sylvian fissures and restoration of the subarachnoid space. As a result, all 4 (100%) patients were considered to be practically healthy people without dementia or cognitive impairment.

According to SG and REG data, all 4 (100%) patients showed normalization of blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling in the cerebral hemispheres.

In a longer period of over one year, all 4 (100%) patients demonstrated positive dynamics persisting throughout the observation period (Table 2).

Patients in mild AD stage (TDR-1)
One year after PBMT, all 16 (100%) patients showed no signs of dementia and demonstrated sustained recovery of cognitive functions to the level of 27-28 MMSE points (Table 2).

According to the results of digital processing of CT and MRI images one year after the treatment, all 16 (100%) patients had an 8-10% decrease in the temporal lobes atrophy (Figures 3A, 3B). After 2-4 years, 13 (81.25%) patients showed a further 4-5.5% decrease in the temporal lobes atrophy leading to an almost complete restoration of the temporal lobe volume to the age norm (Figure 3B, 3C). Narrowing of the Sylvian fissures and restoration of the subarachnoid space accompanied the process. In accordance with the abovementioned criteria, all 16 (100%) patients were transferred to Group TDR-0.

Figure 3: Same patient S., 42 years old, male.

A. Cerebral CT before transcatheter intracerebral laser PBMT: Total atrophy of the temporal lobes is 18% of the total tissue volume (TDR-1).
B. Cerebral CT in 12 months after transcatheter intracerebral laser PBMT: total atrophy of the temporal lobes decreased to 9% of the total tissue volume (TDR-1).
C. Cerebral CT in 4 years after transcatheter intracerebral laser PBMT: total atrophy of the temporal lobes decreased to 5.5% of the total tissue volume.

The patient is transferred to AD group in TDR-0 stage.
According to SG and REG data, all 16 (100%) patients showed normalization of blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling in the cerebral hemispheres. In a longer period of over one year, all 16 (100%) patients demonstrated that the obtained positive dynamics persisted throughout the observation period (Table 2).

**Patients in moderately severe AD stage (TDR-2)**

One year after PBMT, all 21 (100%) patients showed a decrease in the level of dementia and an improvement in cognitive functions to the level of 21-22 MMSE points. After 2-3 years, 12 (57.14%) patients had a further decrease in the level of dementia and restoration of cognitive functions to the level of 23-25 MMSE points. 9 (42.86%) patients’ cognitive functions remained at the same level equal to 21-22 MMSE points (Table 2).

According to the results of digital processing of CT and MRI images one year after the treatment, all 21 (100%) patients had a 5-10% temporal lobe atrophy decrease. It was accompanied by narrowing of the Sylvian fissures and subarachnoid space. After 2-3 years, 12 (57.14%) patients had a decrease in the temporal lobe atrophy by another 4-5.5%. 9 (42.86%) patients showed no further pronounced decrease in involutive changes.

As a result, 16 (76.19%) patients were transferred to TDR-1 group, and 5 (23.81%) patients remained in TDR-2 group.

According to SG and REG data, all 21 (100%) patients demonstrated positive dynamics of blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling in the cerebral hemispheres.

4 years after the treatment, all 21 (100%) patients had a tendency to a gradual decrease in cognitive functions.

**Patients in severe AD stage (TDR-3)**

One year after PBMT, all 7 (100%) patients demonstrated a decrease in the level of dementia. 4 (57.14%) patients had an improvement of cognitive functions to the level of 11-14 MMSE points, and 3 (42.86%) patients to the level of 15-19 MMSE points (Table 2).

According to the results of digital processing of CT and MRI images one year after the treatment, all 7 (100%) patients had a decrease in the atrophy of the cerebral temporal lobes. It was accompanied by narrowing of the Sylvian fissures and subarachnoid space. Of these, 5 (71.43%) patients had a 10-12% decrease (Figures 4A, 4B), and 2 (28.57%) a 6-8% decrease.

Accordingly, 5 (71.43%) patients were transferred to TDR-2 group, 2 (28.57%) patients remained in TDR-3 group (Table 2).

According to SG and REG data, all 7 (100%) patients showed preservation of the positive dynamics of blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling in the cerebral hemispheres.

9 (21.74%) Test Group patients underwent repeated cerebral MUGA in the period from 2 to 6 years after transcatheter intracerebral PBMT. All 9 (100%) patients demonstrated preservation and further progression of angiogenesis, accompanied by collateral and capillary revascularization, was observed in.
Table 2: Long-term results of treating test and control groups patients according to the severity of dementia and cognitive impairment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signs of dementia and cognitive impairment</th>
<th>Test Group before treatment n=48</th>
<th>Test Group after treatment n=48</th>
<th>p (chi-square)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practically healthy (MMSE - 29-30 points)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>p=0.00130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR-0 (MMSE - 26-28 points)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR-1 (MMSE - 20-25 points)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR-2 (MMSE - 12-19 points)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR-3 (MMSE - 7-11 points)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Control Group before treatment n=49

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signs of dementia and cognitive impairment</th>
<th>Control Group after treatment n=49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practically healthy (MMSE - 29-30 points)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR-0 (MMSE - 26-28 points)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR-1 (MMSE - 20-25 points)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR-2 (MMSE - 12-19 points)</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR-3 (MMSE - 7-11 points)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Control Group**

**Direct results**

Immediatly after the first course of conservative treatment, all 6 (100%) patients in preclinical AD stage (TDR-0) and all 12 (100%) patients in mild AD stage (TDR-1) showed a trend towards an improvement in cognitive functions. Patients in moderately severe AD stage (TDR-2) and in severe AD stage (TDR-3) had no pronounced positive dynamics.

**Early period (1-6 months) against the background of conservative treatment**

Patients in preclinical AD stage (TDR-0)

Clinically, all 6 (100%) patients had a tendency to improve memory, as well as to restore cognitive functions to the level of 27-28 MMSE points. According to CT and MRI data, all 6 (100%) patients had no structural cerebral changes. According to SG and REG data, all 6 (100%) patients had an improvement in blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling in the hemispheres.

Patients in mild AD stage (TDR-1)

Clinically, all 12 (100%) patients had a tendency towards stabilization of their condition. According to CT and MRI data, all 12 (100%) patients showed no structural cerebral changes. According to SG and REG data, all 12 (100%) patients showed signs of improvement in blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling in the hemispheres.

Patients in moderately severe AD stage (TDR-2)

Clinically, 15 (71.43%) patients showed a tendency towards a further increase in dementia and a decrease in cognitive functions. 6 (28.57%) patients showed no dynamics.

According to CT and MRI data, all 21 (100%) patients had no structural cerebral changes. According to SG and REG data, all 21 (100%) patients demonstrated signs of improvement in blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling in the hemispheres.

Patients in severe AD stage (TDR-3)

Clinically, all 10 (100%) patients showed a trend towards a further increase in dementia and a decrease in cognitive functions. According to CT and MRI data, all 10 (100%) patients had no structural cerebral changes. According to SG and REG data, all 10 (100%) patients had signs of improvement in blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling in the hemispheres.

**Long-term period (1-5 years) against the background of conservative treatment**

Patients in preclinical AD stage (TDR-0)

Clinically, within 2 years after the start of the conservative treatment, all 6 (100%) patients had an improvement in memory and stabilization of cognitive functions. After 3-5 years, 3 (50.00%) patients showed no obvious signs of dementia. 3 (50.00%) patients had early signs of dementia, as well as a decrease in cognitive functions to 24-25 MMSE points. According to the results of digital processing of CT and MRI images after 2 years, 1 (16.67%) patient showed no signs of an increase in cerebral involutive changes. 3 (50.00%) patients showed signs of an increase in insignificant involutive changes. 2 (33.33%) patients demonstrated a pronounced increase in involutive changes in the temporal lobes and a 14-18% decrease in tissue volume.
As a result, 3 (50.00%) patients remained in TDR-0 group, 3 (50.00%) patients were transferred to TDR-1 group (Table 2).

According to SG and REG data, all 6 (100%) had persistent moderate positive dynamics of blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling in the brain.

Patients in mild AD stage (TDR-1)
Clinically, within 2-3 years after the start of the treatment, all 12 (100%) patients showed stabilization of the level of dementia and cognitive functions. In the period of more than 3 years, all 12 (100%) patients had an increase in signs of dementia and a decrease in cognitive functions. Of these, 2 (16.66%) patients showed a decrease in cognitive functions to the level of 20-21 MMSE points, and 10 (83.33%) patients to the level of 18-19 MMSE points.

According to the results of digital processing of CT and MRI images in 3 years, 2 (16.66%) patients did not have any intensification of cerebral involutive changes in the temporal lobes. 10 (83.33%) cases had growing involutive changes and a decrease in the volume of the temporal lobes to 19-24%. As a result, 2 (16.66%) patients remained in TDR-1 group, 10 (83.33%) patients were transferred to TDR-2 group (Table 2). Further on, all 12 (100%) cases showed signs of an increase in involutive changes.

According to SG and REG data, all 12 (100%) patients demonstrated weak positive dynamics of blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling.

Patients in moderately severe AD stage (TDR-2)
Clinically, in the period of 1-2 years after the start of the treatment, all 21 (100%) patients showed an increase in dementia and cognitive impairment to 11-12 MMSE points. In the period of 3 years and more, all 21 (100%) patients had a further increase in dementia and a decrease in cognitive impairment to the level of 9-10 MMSE points.

According to the results of digital processing of CT and MRI images after 3 years, all 21 (100%) patients showed an increase in dementia and cognitive impairment to the level of 7-8 MMSE points.

According to SG and REG data, all 21 (100%) patients showed stabilization of the level of dementia and cognitive functions. In the period of more than 3 years, all 21 (100%) patients had an increase in signs of dementia and a decrease in cognitive functions. Of these, 2 (16.66%) patients showed a decrease in cognitive functions to the level of 20-21 MMSE points, and 10 (83.33%) patients to the level of 18-19 MMSE points.

According to SG and REG data, all 6 (100%) patients demonstrated weak positive dynamics of blood flow velocity and pulse blood filling.

Patients in severe AD stage (TDR-3)
Clinically, 1 year after the start of the conservative treatment, all 10 (100%) patients showed an increase in dementia and a decrease in cognitive functions to the level of 7-8 MMSE points.

According to the results of digital processing of CT and MRI images 1 year after the start of conservative treatment, all 10 (100%) patients showed an increase in cerebral involutive changes and a decrease in the volume of the temporal lobes to 40-45%.

According to SG and REG data, 7 (70.00%) patients had a tendency towards a decrease in the velocity of cerebral blood flow and pulse blood filling, and 3 (30.00%) patients showed a clear decrease in the parameters of cerebral blood flow and pulse blood filling.

IV. Discussion

Test group
The progressive aging of the population and the associated cerebral pathological changes show the need to develop new effective methods of complex treatment of neurodegenerative and cerebrovascular diseases [24,38,39,40]. Transcatheter intracerebral laser PBMT has proved to be highly effective in the treatment of various cerebrovascular lesions,Binswanger's disease (BD), vascular parkinsonism (VP), [40,48] as well as Alzheimer's disease (AD).

During transcatheter intracerebral PBMT, laser energy at a wavelength of 632.8 nanometers with varying power densities passes through the blood, vascular wall, and cerebral tissues, which are essentially "turbid media." As we have noted, the depth of energy penetration is 20-40 mm [39,40,43,44]. As a result, rather large volumes of cerebral tissues are exposed to laser irradiation, which leads to a multicomponent action.

SG, REG and digital MUGA in the test group before, as well as in the immediate and remote periods after transcatheter intracerebral PBMT, shows that helium-neon laser stimulates angiogenesis making arterial and capillary collateral branches open. As a result, revascularization occurs in the hypovascular zones not only in the temporal and frontoparietal regions, but also in other parts of the brain. Improvement in arterial and capillary inflow leads to the closure of pathologically developed arteriovenous shunts and a decrease in venous stasis, which reduces hypoperfusion and restores cerebral hemodynamics.

The conducted research demonstrate the mechanism of action of the laser with low output power of the red spectrum on the vascular and microvascular system of the brain. A similar mechanism works during other methods of conducting PBMT: many authors describe improvement in cerebral blood supply and hemodynamics after transcranial or intranasal PBMT during AD and other neurodegenerative and ischemic lesions [30-38].

Digital processing of CT and MRI images performed before and at different times after transcatheter intracerebral PBMT showed that all 48 (100%) patients in the test group had a persistent decrease in cerebral involutive changes and an increase in the volume of the temporal and frontoparietal lobes.
should be noted that the cerebral tissue has a normal structure. The results obtained indicate restoration of cerebral metabolism, stimulation of neurogenesis and development of regenerative processes.

The data obtained are confirmed by experimental and clinical works by many authors. These studies have shown that in transcranial and intranasal PBMT, laser energy with low output power of the red or near-infrared spectrum not only improves blood supply, but also restores adenosine triphosphate (ATP) metabolism in the mitochondria of neurons, reduces neuronal death, reduces apoptosis, stimulates neurogenesis and regeneration of cerebral tissues. Clinically, this leads to a decrease in the level of dementia and an improvement in cognitive functions when tested by MMSE and ADAS-cog [31-38].

Thus, transcatheter intracerebral laser PBMT demonstrated a complex positive effect of the lasers with low output power of the red spectrum on the brain of the patients of the test group.

This exposure resulted in stimulated cerebral angiogenesis and neurogenesis for all 48 (100%) patients in various AD stages. As a result, there was an improvement in cerebral hemodynamics, a decrease in involutive changes and an increase in the volume of the temporal lobes, which led to a decrease in the level of dementia and an improvement in cognitive functions and quality of life in all 48 (100%) cases.

The clinical effect after transcatheter intracerebral PBMT, as well as its duration, depends on the disease stages, the initial volume of the affected cerebral tissue and the severity of the initial dementia. Patients in preclinical stage (TDR-0) and mild stage (TDR-1) showed no signs of dementia and had restoration of cognitive functions throughout the observation period. Patients in moderately severe AD stage (TDR-2) and severe AD stage (TDR-3) showed a decrease in dementia and an improvement in cognitive functions within 4-4.5 and 2-2.5 years respectively.

Control group

SG, REG and digital MUGA for patients of the control group before the treatment, as well as at various times after its beginning, shows that moderate positive dynamics of cerebral blood flow and pulse blood filling is observed mainly in the early period of the treatment. In the long term, there was a gradual decrease in the indicators.

Digital processing of CT and MRI images performed before and at different periods of the conservative treatment, not only did not show a decrease in cerebral involutive changes, but, on the contrary, revealed an increase in atrophic changes in cerebral tissues in all 49 (100%) patients.

Conservative treatment is not effective enough and does not reduce the level of dementia or improve cognitive functions. It allows stabilizing the condition of patients in the early stages of AD for a certain period of time. In the later stages of the disease, the drugs used are ineffective. Similar results have also been described by other authors who carried out similar conservative AD treatment [49, 50].

Pentoxifylline and Complamine allow improving cerebral microcirculation to some extent in cases of early, unpronounced disorders of the cerebral microcirculatory bed.

V. Conclusion

Transcatheter intracerebral PBMT is an effective method for stimulating cerebral angiogenesis. After laser exposure, patients suffering from various stages of AD demonstrate arterial and capillary collateral revascularization leading to an improvement in cerebral hemodynamics and a decrease in hypoxia. At the same time, PBMT stimulates neurogenesis and induces regenerative processes in the brain. This complex effect results in declining cerebral involutive changes and growing volumes of the temporal and frontoparietal regions. The patients, show a decrease in the level of dementia, restoration of cognitive functions, an improvement in the quality of life and daily life activities.

The use of Memantine and Rivastigmine, as well as Pentoxifylline and Complamine in the conservative treatment of patients in various AD stages does not have a pronounced effect on the restoration of metabolic and regenerative processes and the improvement of microcirculation in the brain. With this therapy, the improvement of cerebral blood supply is observed only in the early stages of the disease. Clinically, conservative treatment gives a temporary positive effect, which is manifested in the stabilization of the initial condition of patients in early AD stages, while in the late AD stages these drugs are ineffective.
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